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Abstract
Our project is concerned with the automatic parallelization of Mercury programs. Mercury is
a purely-declarative logic programming language, this makes it easy to determine whether a set
of computations may be performed in parallel with one-anther. However, the problem of how
to determine which computations should be executed in parallel in order to make the program
perform optimally is unsolved. Therefore, our work concentrates on building a profiler-feedback
automatic parallelization system for Mercury that creates programs with very good parallel
performance with as little help from the programmer as possible.
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1 Introduction
The rate at which computers are becoming faster at sequential execution has dropped
significantly. Instead their parallel processing ability is increasing, and multicore computers
are now common. It is now necessary to use parallelism to get the most out of a modern
processor. However, parallelization in imperative languages is very difficult, logic and
functional languages make parallelism easier by supporting deterministic parallelism, which
can prevent deadlocks and race conditions, and will always compute the same answer for the
same inputs regardless of how execution is scheduled.
Unfortunately most programmers are not very good parallelizing their programs. It is
very easy to slow a program down by creating a lot of fine-grained parallelism, in which
the overheads are more expensive than the benefit of parallel evaluation. In other cases
communicating threads may block waiting for one-another to produce some value, to minimize
the runtime of the program, the programmer must understand how their program’s threads
will be scheduled and when during their execution values will be produced and consumed.
Our work attempts to solve these problems by automatically parallelizing programs written
in the Mercury programming language. Mercury is a pure logic programming language, it
already supports explicit parallelism of dependent conjunctions, as well as powerful profiling
tools which generate data for our analysis.
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2 Background
Mercury supports dependant AND parallelism [4, 13], allowing programmers to request
parallel evaluation of a conjunction by using an ampersand to separate conjuncts. We
are extending this work to enable feedback directed automatic parallelization of Mercury
programs.
Mercury’s deep profiler [5] gathers detailed information about a programs execution. In
particular, it records statistics not just for each predicate but for the chain of ancestor calls
that represent the predicate’s invocation. For example, if list.map/3 is used in multiple
places within a program the deep profiler will record separate data for each use. This enables
us to gather accurate information that we use to automatically parallelize the program.
3 Related Work
Mercury has strong mode and determinism systems [12], this makes it easy to detect how
many solutions a goal may have as well as the locations within a predicate where variables are
bound. Mercury only allows parallelization of goals that never fail, and never produce more
than one solution, which is the most common type of goal in Mercury programs. Therefore,
discovering producer-consumer relationships is easy compared to Prolog systems supporting
AND-parallelism such as [6].
Most research in parallel logic programming so far has focused on trying to solve these
problems of getting parallel execution to work well, with only a small fraction trying to find
when parallel execution would actually be worthwhile. Almost all previous work on automatic
parallelization has focused on granularity control: parallelizing only computations that are
expensive enough to make parallel execution worthwhile [7, 9], and properly accounting for the
overheads of parallelism itself [11]. Most of the rest has tried to find opportunities to exploit
independent AND-parallelism during the execution of otherwise-dependent conjunctions [10,
3].
We have found that this is far from enough: the majority of conjunctions with two or
more goals that are expensive enough to parallelize are dependant conjunctions, and most of
these are dependant in such a way that they must almost be executed sequentially, usually
because one goal’s execution blocks on a variable that won’t be produced until much later.
4 Goals
Our first goal is to detect all the parallelism implicit in a Mercury program — this information
can be used by a parallelizing compiler to create efficient parallel Mercury by detecting all
the profitable parallelism in a Mercury program. The more opportunities for parallelism that
can be found, then the more optimally a program can be parallelized.
Given this, our second goal is to choose which set of these opportunities to take advantage
of in order to automatically parallelize a program. This will involve parallelizing opportunities
that have the best cost-benefit ratio, those that have the most parallelism due to their
dependencies. When doing this, it is important to account for the effects that parallel
evaluation of one opportunity will have on the benefits of parallelizing other opportunities.
5 Current Status
We have been able to automatically parallelize a number of small programs with abundant
parallelism, including those with only dependant parallelism. For these programs we have
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recorded speed-ups that meet our expectations. [2]
We have also modified Mercury’s deep profiler, making it possible to extract coverage
information for every goal in a Mercury program. This is used by our analysis for measuring
the parallel overlap between dependant conjuncts.
Based on ThreadScope [8] we are building tools to profile parallel Mercury programs. Note
that this profiler is not related to the deep profiler. This enables us to improve Mercury’s
parallel runtime system and to improve our automatic parallelization tools. This will also
help other developers profile their parallel Mercury programs.
We have also made a number of contributions to Mercury’s parallel runtime system,
making it more efficient.
6 Preliminary Results
Please see [2] for recent benchmarks. This paper was accepted into the ICLP 2011 conference
as a full paper, and has been accepted for publication in TPLP.
Please also see [1] For a description of how we intend to modify ThreadScope to support
the profiling of parallel Mercury programs. This paper was accepted into the WLPE 2011
workshop associated with ICLP.
I have also presented this research at the Multicore Miniconference associated with the
Linux Conference Australia 2010 in Wellington, New Zealand. I have also been invited to
speak at The University of New South Wales, and Google Australia.
7 Open issues
There are many ways in which we can improve our work. Firstly, we can use a best-first
traversal of the call tree rather than a depth-first traversal. We can also use this to revisit
nodes in the call tree after deciding to parallelize their siblings. We can also use parallelization
as a specialization.
Often a loop may do very little work per iteration but may iterate many times. In these
cases we should use granularity control to create fewer, larger parallel tasks. This should
be tied to automatic parallelization so that the cost-benefit ratio of a granularity-controlled
loop can be calculated.
We should also implement parallelization of dependant but commutative operations.
When operations are commutative we can re-order them provided that the commutative
operations are the only ones that are dependant. There are other cases where code can be
re-ordered or transformed to improve the parallel speedup.
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